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Human-Inspired Haptic-Enabled Learning
from Prehensile Move Demonstrations
Aleksander Lillienskiold1,4,∗, Rahaf Rahal2,c,∗,
Paolo Robuffo Giordano3, Claudio Pacchierotti3, and Ekrem Misimi4
Abstract—Research on robotic manipulation of fragile, com-
pliant objects, such as food items, is gaining traction due to its
game-changing potential within the food production and retailing
sectors, currently characterized by manually-intensive and highly
repetitive tasks. Food products exhibit high levels of frailness,
biological variation, and complex 3D shapes and textures. For
these reasons, introducing greater levels of robotic automation in
the food and agricultural sectors remains an important challenge.
This paper addresses this challenge by developing a human-
centred, haptic-based, Learning from Demonstration (LfD) policy
that enables pre-trained autonomous grasping of food items using
an anthropomorphic robotic system. The policy combines data
from teleoperation and direct human manipulation of objects,
embodying human intent and interaction areas of significance.
We evaluated the proposed solution against a recent state-of-
the-art LfD policy as well as against two standard impedance
controller techniques. Results show that the proposed policy per-
forms significantly better than the other considered techniques,
leading to high grasping success rates while guaranteeing the
integrity of the food at hand.
Index Terms—Haptics, Grasping, Learning from Demonstra-
tion, Teleoperation, Robotics, Food handling
I. INTRODUCTION
AUTONOMOUS food processing and handling is gainingattention among researchers in the fields of robotics,
automation, and machine learning. Reasons for this interest
are three-fold: (i) compelling scientific and technological
challenges linked to the handling of food, such as flexibil-
ity, frailness, friction, and high inter-object variability, (ii)
increasing interest from public and private investors, and (iii)
the possibility of impacting food quality and reducing waste.
To address current challenges, the European Commission has
recently funded the e 7-million collaborative research project
“SoMa,” which looks at innovative soft robotic manipulation for
handling fragile objects such as fruits and vegetables [1]. Sim-
ilarly, Amazon’s $13.7-billion acquisition of the food retailer
“Whole Foods” aims to promote an automation revolution in the
food delivery market. According to Bloomberg [2], Amazon
will soon introduce robots in Whole Food warehouses as a
cost-cutting initiative. However, not only distributors need to
automate the manipulation of delicate food items. Currently,
food production, harvesting, and processing continue to be
dominated by labour-intensive tasks. In addition, vital global
suppliers have a constant need for more efficient operations,
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and improved HSSEQ (Health, Safety, Security, Environment,
and Quality) practices linked to their workers and the safe
handling of food. To address these issues, researchers need
to focus on efficient and safe methods for the autonomous
handling of food while preserving their quality.
Nowadays, (purely) vision-based techniques are the most
widely applied approaches for autonomous robotic grasping
and manipulation, either requiring a 3D-model of the item in
question or constructing models using 3D-vision information,
e.g. point clouds [3], [4], [5]. Although the knowledge of an
object’s model may often be sufficient [6], the lack of precise
information concerning its shape and mechanical properties
may significantly affect the quality of the grasping [7], [8]. An
issue of major importance when handling food is its frailness,
which is an even more predominant problem when objects
are moving, or when they are handled and grasped during
harvesting, post-harvest processes, and on production lines. A
representative example is strawberry harvesting, where even
the smallest excessive force can degrade and spoil the product.
Haptic sensations have been proven to play a key role
in enhancing human fine manipulation [9] and precision
grasping [10]. In robotics, haptic feedback is widely believed
to be a valuable tool in teleoperation, and it has been shown
to enhance operators’ performance in a wide range of robotic
applications, including microrobotics [11], [12], [13], mobile
robotics [14], needle and catheter insertion [15], [16], surgical
knot tying [17], assembly [11], and palpation [18], [16], [19].
The benefits of haptic feedback in this scenario include greater
manipulation and perception accuracy, as well as lower levels
of peak and mean force applied to food objects, thus lowering
the impact on the food due to their handling.
A promising approach to autonomous grasping via robotic
manipulators is Learning from Demonstration (LfD) [20].
This technique involves a robot learning a target policy from
examples, or demonstrations, provided by an experienced
human operator. LfD uses recorded datasets in the form
of state-action pairs to derive policies that reproduce target
behaviours. This methodology is in stark contrast to other
learning techniques, such as Reinforcement Learning, where
robots learn from direct self experience. The use of LfD to teach
robots how to grasp is quite popular among researchers who
make use of visual and/or haptic information to demonstrate
tasks by means of teleoperation [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]
or direct interaction [26], [27], [28]. However, all of the
aforementioned works involve human operators driving robots
using non-intuitive and somewhat basic master interfaces such
as teach pendants, non-haptic joysticks, single-point haptic
interfaces, or by directly moving the robots around. It is our
belief that, in order for robots to learn correctly from humans
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(a) The food objects. (b) The setup for the heat-map generation.
Fig. 1. Food items and Heat-map capturing. a) The five food objects used in the experiments: average circumference 290 mm, height 75 mm.
b) Heat-map generation set-up. A laptop connected to a camera, a lighting system, water paint with a brush for application, and a cloth for wiping
the subject’s hand after each trial.
how to grasp challenging, compliant, and fragile objects, it is
necessary to provide an intuitive and natural tool for controlling
the slave manipulators. In other words, we believe that by
achieving a high degree of dexterity and telepresence, human
operators will be able to approach and grasp target objects in
the same way as they would do if grasping barehanded.
II. CONTRIBUTION AND MOTIVATION
This paper presents a human-centered, haptic-based, LfD
approach for teaching autonomous robotic systems the action
of grasping delicate, fragile, and compliant food items.
First, five human subjects were asked to grasp five food
items barehanded, recording the contact area between the users’
hand and the objects’ surface using paint transfer and machine
vision techniques (see Sec. III-A and Fig. 1b). Paint-transfer
approaches have already been used to detect contact areas
when humans grasp objects [29]. However, to the best of
our knowledge, this is the first time that this approach is
used to learn an LfD policy. This first step enables us to
study how humans grasp the considered food items when
they are endowed with maximum dexterity and feedback.
However, these data alone are not sufficient to design an
autonomous grasping policy for a robotic manipulator, which
has significantly lower sensing and actuation capabilities than a
human. For this reason, afterwards, we conducted teleoperated
prehensile move experiments involving the same food object
types (see Sec. III-B). All relevant data on the grasping motion
and exchanged forces were recorded. To achieve high levels
of dexterity and telepresence, we devised a haptic-enabled
high-degrees-of-freedom robotic teleoperation system, shown
in Fig. 3a.
By using both direct interaction and teleoperation data, we
then devised four Support Vector Regression (SVR) algorithms
based on LfD policies, enabling a robotic manipulator to
autonomously grasp a set of representative food items.
Finally, we validated our autonomous grasping policies by
carrying out 2310 autonomous robotic grasping tasks on seven
representative food items, not limited to those used during the
training. We compared the proposed policies to each other,
as well as, to a recently published LfD-based approach [21]
and two standard impedance controllers. Misimi et al. [21]
combines RGB-D images and tactile data to learn the required
pose of the gripper, the gripper finger configuration, and the
exerted forces. However, unlike our approach, it neither uses
information derived from direct human interaction nor data
supplied by high-dexterity haptic-enabled teleoperation.
With reference to related published work [21], [30], [31],
[32], [33], our study heavily focuses on human input. By
providing an intuitive and rich interface to control the slave
robot, we enabled human operators to carry out the tasks
naturally and intuitively, close to what they would do with their
own hands. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time
an LfD approach is applied to enable autonomous grasping by
making use of both (i) rich haptic-endowed teleoperation data
and (ii) the mapping of direct hand interaction. Moreover, this
is also the first time that such an approach is used for grasping
raw food items. Our approach combines teleoperation data
with real human interaction to build a robust learning policy
based on LfD. This policy enables a continuous understanding
of the interactions taking place between the human and the
robot during a grasping sequence.
We have focused our research and validation on food items
because they are excellent examples of 3D compliant objects
that should not be degraded during manipulation. Robotic
manipulation of 3D compliant objects is indeed a research field
that still requires significant research input to achieve a robust
manipulation of such objects.
III. GRASPING-DATA GATHERING
This Section provides details on the two data gathering
experiments we carried out with the aim of building our LfD
policies. In both cases, we asked our subjects to grasp the
five different food items shown in Fig. 1a: an aubergine, a
bell pepper, a lettuce, a navel orange, and a beef tomato.
These items were selected as representative examples of 3D
compliant objects because of their difference in size, shape,
texture, and compliance properties, and as representatives of the
most common fruits and vegetables consumed in global food
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Fig. 2. Example of a heat-map generation (aubergine). The intensity of the RGB-image is extracted, converted to binary, then mapped to a generic hand using
Thin-Plate spline interpolation, creating an intensity image for accumulated binary images. Active areas in the hand change with different objects.
markets. According to the Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations (FAO), tomatoes are one of the most
cultivated fruits in the world, with more than 180M metric
tonnes produced every year. Aubergines and oranges are also
very popular, with 50M metric tonnes produced every year,
bell peppers reach 35M metric tonnes, and lettuce 25M metric
tonnes. Another important constraint for our choice of produce
was the payload of our robotic system, which is only able to
carry up to 2 kg. Employing a different robot could of course
enlarge the set of food objects we are able to handle. However,
it is important to highlight that our machine learning approach
can easily be trained to handle any other type of compliant food
objects, regardless of the robotic system being employed A
video of these experiments is available as supplemental material
and at https://youtu.be/0LaDPbGwZlw. Table I summarizes the
main symbols and variables used in the paper.
A. Direct grasping by hand
Five subjects (four male and one female) were asked to
grasp the five sample objects barehanded. Our objective was to
understand how humans grasp objects when they are endowed
with maximum dexterity and feedback (i.e. during direct hand
interaction). Inspired by the work of Knopp et al. [29] and
Kamakura et al. [34], we used a paint-transfer approach to
identify the parts of the hand that are employed the most during
this grasping.
Task and data gathering—Subjects were comfortably seated
in front of a table. The experimenter placed the first object on
the table and covered it in non-toxic water paint. Subjects were
asked to grasp and lift the object as if they were moving it
from one table to another. Then, they were asked to release the
object and show their palm to a camera, which recorded the
paint-transfer patterns (see Fig. 1a). Finally, subjects washed
their hands and a new object was prepared for grasping. Each
subject grasped each object ten times, yielding 50 grasps per
subject, 50 grasps per object, and 250 paint-transfer trials in
total.
Heat-map generation—Images of paint-transfer patterns
were taken using a Grasshopper 3 camera (FLIR Systems,
Canada), and the contact area was segmented using standard
TABLE I
List of main symbols and variables.
Symbol Definition/Description
∗m , ∗s related to the master or slave, respectively
xm , xs end-effector pose
pm , ps end-effector position
Rm , Rs end-effector orientation
W world coordinate system
vm , vs end-effector linear velocity
ωm , ωs end-effector rotational velocity
∗MCP , ∗PIP
related to the fingers’ metacarpophalangeal joint
and proximal-interphalangeal joint, respectively
θri angular command to the MCP robotic joint i
θei angular value of the MCP exoskeleton joint i
τMCP,i , τPIP,i haptic feedback applied to finger i
mpro,i,mdis,i
average pressure on the proximal and distal
phalanges of the robot finger i, respectively
gpos pose of the gripper
fprs
tactile readings from the robotic hand’s pressure
sensors
fmot position of the motors of the robotic hand
fang joint angles of the exoskeleton
s
observed robotic grasping action performed by the
human teacher
a
action-state, including gripper pose and motor
positions
α, β, γ discrete time-series steps
Hkj
heat-map values gathered during direct hand inter-
action for object k and action vector feature j
background subtraction and light intensity filtering. We then
mapped the resulting contact area and constructed a heat-map
using Thin-Plate Spline interpolation [35]. A heat-map is a
graphical representation of individual values contained within
a 2D matrix represented by colours. Brighter colours indicate
higher levels of accumulated contact, identifying which parts of
the hand most used by the subjects when grasping the object
in question. Establishing a human-grasp signature inferring
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(a) Teleoperation system (b) Illustration of the control design
Fig. 3. Teleoperation set-up and control design. (a) The human operator teleoperates the slave system to grasp a tomato. (b) Master-slave control:
[xs, ys, zs,qsT ]T are the end-effector coordinates defining the pose of the RHR hand. The difference between the previous and current master position is
used to evaluate the velocity command, which is then sent to the slave manipulator. RHR finger movements are proportional to the positions registered by the
H-Glove fingers.
innate sensor contact importance. An example of data derived
from this heat-mapping process is shown in Fig. 2. Heat-map
data are used in Sec. IV as a basis for our human-inspired LfD
grasping policy.
B. Teleoperated grasping by an expert operator
Although the heat-map data are interesting, they are not
sufficient on their own to define an autonomous grasping
policy for a robotic manipulator. For this reason, we gathered
additional data from 250 teleoperated grasping trials (50 grasps
per food item) using our target robotic system as the slave of a
haptic-enabled bilateral teleoperation system, shown in Fig. 3a.
The master interface is composed of a 9-degrees-of-freedom
(9-DoF) haptic hand exoskeleton (H-Glove by Haption, France),
attached to a 6-DoF grounded haptic interface (Virtuose 6D
by Haption, France). The slave system is composed of a 7-
DoF robotic manipulator (Panda by Franka Emika, Germany),
endowed with a 4-DoF 3-fingered robotic hand equipped with
matrix pressure sensors on all fingers (ReFlex TakkTile by
Right-Hand-Robotics, USA). This integrated system enables a
human operator to grasp and manipulate compliant objects
while receiving compelling haptic feedback of the forces
applied by the slave system.
Teleoperation of the 7-DoF robotic manipulator—To
achieve high motion fidelity, we mapped the velocity of the
grounded haptic interface to that of the slave robotic end-
effector, using an approach similar to that employed in [36],
[37]. Let xm = (pm,Rm) ∈ R3 × SO(3) be the pose of the
master interface end-effector, and xs = (ps,Rs) ∈ R3×SO(3)
the pose of the slave end-effector, both expressed w.r.t. a
common world frame W (see Fig. 3a). The velocity of the
slave robot [vs ωs]T is then calculated as a function of the
master’s velocity [vm ωm]T and the difference between the
















where λ is a gain parameter, and ps,d the desired robot position
derived from the current position of the haptic device, ps,d =
(pm−pm0)+ps0, with pm0 and ps0 as the initial poses of the
master and slave, respectively. Similarly, to establish orientation,
sθus,d is the angle-axis representation of the relative rotation
between the desired and current orientation of the slave, i.e.
sRs,d =
s0RTs
m0Rm, where s0Rs and m0Rm define the
current orientation of the slave and master, respectively, w.r.t
their orientation at the start of a given experiment. Thus, the
first term of (1) ensures an adequate responsiveness of the
system, while the second prevents drifts.
Of course, there are other ways we can map the motion of
the human operator into that of the slave robot [38], [39], [40].
In this work, we chose a direct and straightforward way to
control the robotic manipulator, as one of our hypotheses states
that a human-like natural control can improve the quality of
recorded data and, thus, of the learning policies.
Teleoperation of the 4-DoF robotic hand—To control the
robotic hand, we mapped the positions of the exoskeleton
fingers to the positions of the slave’s robotic fingers.
The robotic hand has four active DoF: one DoF for each
finger’s metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint, and one to control
the abduction of the two neighbouring fingers (see Fig. 3a).
These fingers were chosen to correspond with the index and
middle finger of the exoskeleton, together with an opposing
thumb. The position command θri for the MCP joint in a
robotic finger i is proportional to the recorded position θei of
the MCP joint in the corresponding exoskeleton finger:
θri = kiθei + θri,s, (2)
where ki is a proportional gain, and θri,s is a safety offset,
ensuring that the commanded position value is always within
safe intervals.
Haptic feedback—The robotic hand is endowed with six
matrix pressure sensors (TakkTile, USA), located on the
proximal and distal phalanges of the three fingers. Force
feedback at the MCP joint of the exoskeleton, τMCP,i, is
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Fig. 4. Generation of LfD policy from acquired data. Finger tactile values coming from the RHR-hand were weighted according to heat-map data when
generating the human-inspired LfD-policy. Temporal variation was captured by implementing time-series, where n previous values for the robot pose, finger
configuration, and tactile stimuli were applied to the generation of predictions.
computed by summing the pressure stimuli registered by
sensors located at the proximal and distal phalanges in the
corresponding slave fingers. At the proximal-interphalangeal
(PIP) joint, forces τPIP,i are computed only from pressure
stimuli on sensors located on the slave’s distal phalanx. The












where ui is a proportional gain, and mpro,i and mdis,i are
average pressures recorded on the proximal and distal phalanges
of the slave finger i, respectively.
Each finger of the master exoskeleton is modeled as a gravity-
compensated mechanical system with two active joints (MCP
and PIP, see Fig. 3a), with force feedback τi. This approach
enables the human operator to feel, on each finger, the forces
exerted by the robotic hand on the environment.
Task and data collection—An expert operator used the
teleoperation system for grasping and lifting the same five
food items described in Sec. III-A and shown in Fig. 1a. Each
item was placed on a table in front of the slave robot and lifted
50 times as part of a total of 250 trials (see Fig. 3a). To enable
the operator to view the environment, the master interface was
placed one metre in front of slave robot’s workspace. For each
trial, both the pose of the slave system and the forces exerted
on the food items were saved. At the end of each task, the
operator rated the quality of the grasp on a continuous scale
from 0 (worst) to 4 (best). Zero (0) indicates that the operator
was not able to grasp the object in the first place, while 4
means that the object was held firmly during the entire grasp
sequence (see Table II). This information was used to select
the successful demonstration examples for training the LfD
policy. The majority of the grasps were rated between 3 and
4. We also asked the expert operator to rate the quality of the
food items after each grasp on a scale from 0 (worst) to 4
(best), carefully looking for bruises, cuts, changes in shape,
and any other sign of degradation (see Table II). The operator
was gentle when handling the produce, resulting in a consistent
quality rating of 4, reflecting the rich feedback and dexterity
capabilities of the employed haptic teleoperation system. In
comparison, Misimi et al. [21] provided no haptic feedback
during their teleoperation trials, and operators reported that
it was very challenging to not damage the items when not
receiving any tactile information.
Finally, for each grasping repetition, we also registered the
angle of approach, any significant synergy between the fingers,
and the forces applied by the robotic hand on the object. The
design of the robotic hand lead to most grasps being precision
ball (enveloping) grasps [41]. This type of grasp enabled the
operator to receive haptic feedback to all the three fingers of
the exoskeleton.
TABLE II
Scales used in the evaluation of the teleoperated prehensile move and the
quality of the food after the move, inspired from [42], [43]. Scale runs
continuously from 0 (worst) to 4 (best), enabling the operator to select values
between those indicated below.
Prehensile move Food items
4 – Complete prehensile move 4 – No visible modifications
3 – Slips close to the landing 3 – Small, localized, light marks
2 – Slips mid-way 2 – Mid-sized, spread marks
1 – Slips right after lift-off 1 – Bruises, small tears in skin
0 – Robotic hand fails to clutch,
action aborted
0 – Heavy bruises, spread marks
and tears in skin
IV. MACHINE LEARNING
Learning a task from scratch can be very challenging, even
for humans. A good strategy for learning how to perform a
brand new task is to be provided with a set of instructions by an
expert, followed by a practical demonstration [44]. Indeed, most
forms of machine learning (ML) applied in robotics are based
on supervised learning (SL), typically using manually-crafted
features as key to learning sought-after policies [21], [45].
Unsupervised learning methods, such as (deep) reinforcement
learning, achieve objective functions by enabling learning
agents to autonomously define actions that maximize specific
reward functions [46]. Van Hoof et al. [47] illustrate such an
approach with their tactile in-hand manipulation skills derived
from reinforcement learning with tactile feedback. However,
as SL can reduce the number of trials needed for sufficient
implementation, i.e. also reducing food waste compared to a
self-training algorithm, we opted for an LfD approach.
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In this study, the prediction of a time-varying sequence of
grasping features during the grasping task was performed using
Support Vector Regression (SVR) time series. In addition, we
tested the SVRs’ response to the weighting of selected vari-
ables, and demonstrate how the imposition of human-inspired
interaction indicators (heat-map weights) affects performance.
SVR is one of the most powerful and popular machine learning
techniques to deal with non-linear prediction problems. It has
a strict, well understood mathematical description, and it is
widely used in various applications. Compared to recent NN-
based methods, SVR is significantly less data-greedy, meaning
that it does not require huge amounts of training data-sets to
develop prediction models. Moreover, SVR is very robust to
local minima problems. These aspects led us to choose SVR
as the machine learning method for this application.
A detailed description of the proposed three variants of
SVR techniques is given in the following subsections. Fig. 4
summarizes the process of generating these policies from the
acquired data.
A. Standard SVR
Let gpos = [xs, ys, zs,qsT ]T ∈ R3×H represent the pose of
the robotic gripper, where qs is a unit quaternion. Each robotic
finger has nine tactile sensors, five on its proximal phalanx
and four on the distal. Let fprs ∈ R27 be the vector containing
all these tactile readings, fmot ∈ R4 the position of the motors
in the robotic hand, and fang ∈ R7 the joint angles of the
exoskeleton. We can now define s ∈ S ⊆ R3 × H × R27 ×
R4×R7 as an observed (demonstrated) robotic grasping action
performed by a human teacher for a given object. Furthermore,
let a ∈ A ⊆ R3 ×H× R4 be the corresponding action-state,
which consists of a gripper pose and motor positions. We define
the set of n demonstrations as ordered pairs D = {(s,a)i :
∀i ∈ In, s ∈ S,a ∈ A}. The goal is to instruct a policy
function Π0(s; θ) : S→ A, which is parameterized by θ ∈ Rd,
using the set of human demonstrations. Let l : A×A→ R be
a loss function between two action-states and Π? : S? → A? a
robotic grasp policy demonstrated by a human. The objective
is to find the parameterization θ that minimizes the expected





B. SVR with time-series
For the implementation of an LfD policy based on SVR
modelling, we used Vapnik’s E-insensitive time-series [48],
where the aim is to identify a policy Π0 by minimization of






An SVR with time-series was chosen to generate a policy
able to predict grasping actions in the form of action vectors
with use of memory,
âi(t+ ∆t) = f(ai(t− α),ai(t− β),ai(t− γ), . . . ), (6)
where âi is the predicted value of the action vector ai derived
from its discrete grasping time-series values, and α = 0, β =
2, γ = 5 are selected time-steps brought into the prediction
equation, i.e. action predictions use current time sequence t
together with shifted time sequences (t − 2) and (t − 5) as
data input.
We organized and subdivided the data into predefined
grasping stages: approach, grasp, lift, placement, and release
(see [49], [50] for details). Then, we shifted gpos to make it
relative to the position of the grasped object prior to finally
normalizing all the data.
C. SVR with heat-map weighting
We used heat-maps to represent action vector predictions
by weighting the predicted tactile finger data using object-
specific values generated by the heat-maps themselves. For a
given object, we found little variability among the ten grasps
performed by each subject (i.e. grasp practitioner). Although
we registered a difference in heat-maps between subjects,
this was negligible compared to the much larger differences
identified between objects (i.e. the produce). Fig. 2 shows that
the distal parts of the fingers experienced the most contact,
whilst proximal parts yielded higher inter-object variation. As
expected, the palm was more active in subjects with smaller
hands, and when grasping larger objects such as the aubergine.
However, since the RHR hand is not equipped with sensors
on the palm, we did not use the palmar heat-map data.
In practice, we weighted each column of the sensor action
vector (a for fprs ∈ R27) with its respective heat-map values,
represented by the matrix H:
a?kij = H
k
j · akij , (7)
where k is the object type, i the sequence (row) values, and j a
feature of the action vector. As mentioned above, this heat-map
weighting was performed only on the sensor-covered area of
the RHR hand, i.e., the RHR’s sensor placements were overlaid
to the generic human hand heat-map generated during direct
grasping. The human hand heat-map was thereby segmented
into parcels which were averaged to create the matrix H (see
also Fig. 4). This procedure enabled us to create a map of
human-weighted grasp actions. It privileges the activation of
specific tactile sensors according to the areas of the hand most
used by the operator during direct interaction with the objects.
Of course, this mapping approach only works if the structure of
the slave system resembles that of the human hand. Moreover,
the more human-like the slave system is, the better we expect
this mapping to perform.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section presents the experimental evaluation of our
LfD policy for autonomous grasping of compliant food. The
execution-validation stage, conducted after the LfD-ML policy
is learned, is illustrated on the right-hand side of Fig. 4.
A. Setup
The setup is comprised of the same slave system described
in Sec. III-B and illustrated on the right-hand side of Fig. 3b,
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i.e. an RHR hand attached to a Panda manipulator. However,
in this case, the slave robot is autonomously controlled by the
learned LfD-ML policies and no human is involved in the loop.
Feedback data derived from the RHR and the manipulator, such
as tactile forces, joint positions, and velocity are continuously
provided to the controller. The environment involves seven
types of food objects: five (aubergine, bell pepper, lettuce,
navel orange, and beef tomato) from the same categories used
during training, and two (tangerine and plume tomato) which
were not used in the training phase. These two latter objects
are significantly different in size, approximately 50% smaller
than the navel orange and beef tomato, respectively.
Food items were placed at a designated location within the
robot’s reachable working space. The location was carefully
marked to ensure repeatability. The robot was placed in a
starting position above the food item in question. Then, the
grasping, lifting, and placement sequences were generated
entirely from the autonomous LfD policy under consideration.
While here we only focus on the interaction phase, in the future
we also plan to consider the approaching phase by using, e.g.,
visual-servoing techniques to automatically reach the object
from any position.
B. Grasping policies
We carried out grasping experiments taking into account (i)
standard human-in-the-loop teleoperation, (ii) standard SVR,
(iii-v) three variants of our SVR-based policies, (vi) a recently-
published haptic LfD approach, and (vii-viii) two standard
impedance controllers:
(i) Human teleoperation (no automation). This approach
considers the ground truth grasping data recorded dur-
ing human teleoperation with the haptic interface (see
Sec. III-B). No machine learning is involved here.
(ii) SVR. This approach uses normalized data (i.e. forces,
positions, velocities) as input and directly maps them
into grasping actions through a standard Support Vector
Regression algorithm (see Sec. IV-A).
(iii) SVR-W (weighted as in [21]). This approach is similar
to the SVR above, but it privileges specific RHR sensor
data as a mean of improving on the previous algorithm.
The weighting is done as in the work of [21], not using
any human direct grasping data (i.e. the heat-maps).
(iv) SVR-WH (weighted using heat-maps). This approach is
similar to the SVR-W above, but it weights RHR sensor
data according to our human-generated heat-maps (see
Secs. IV-A and IV-C).
(v) SVR-WHT (weighted using both heat-maps and time-
series). Same as SVR-WH, but this approach takes into
account the temporal variation in the finger configuration
and sensor pressure during the grasping sequence (see
Secs. IV-A, IV-B, and IV-C).
(vi) Misimi et al. [21] (state-of-the-art). This approach is a
recent learning policy for autonomous grasping, published
in 2018. It uses data derived from human teleoperation
and tactile sensors on a robotic hand. It differs from our
approach because it uses a simple non-haptic joystick
during the teleoperation demonstrations, and it does not
Fig. 5. Weighting for each algorithm: How these values relate to each
other defines the SVRs work-space. Comparison of SVR weights gives
an understanding of how they differ and relate to action inputs. For the
abbreviations, see Sec. V-B.
consider any human direct grasping information when
weighting the tactile data.
(vii) Impedance controller (gentle grasp). This approach
implements a standard impedance controller. The robotic
hand increases the grasping force until the average force
sensed by the tactile sensors reaches a set threshold. We
set this threshold to the average value recorded during
trials with haptic teleoperation.
(viii) Impedance controller (strong grasp). This approach is
the same as (vii), but the threshold is here set to twice
the average value recorded during trials with haptic
teleoperation.
Fig. 5 summarizes the internal relative weights applied in these
policies, illustrating how the different sensory input is valued.
C. Autonomous Grasping Task
The task consisted in autonomously grasping seven types
of food items using the learning policies cited above. We
considered five food items (aubergine, bell pepper, lettuce, navel
orange, and beef tomato) coming from the same categories of
objects used during training, and two objects (tangerine and
plume tomato) significantly different in size.
From the 50 teleoperated grasps per produce (see Sec. III-B),
it was possible to tailor our four grasping policies, (ii-v), for
each produce used in Sec. III-B, e.g. aubergine-trained SVR-
WHT, pepper-trained SVR-WHT, lettuce-trained SVR-WHT,
etc. This process yielded a total of 4 policies × 5 (trained)
objects = 20 tailored policies. Each (trained) produce was
grasped 30 times with its tailored policies. E.g., when grasping
the aubergine, we used the four learning policies ii-v trained
with data registered during the teleoperation of aubergines. To
grasp the two food items whose category was not considered
during training (tangerine and plume tomato), we used the four
policies trained on navel orange and beef tomato, respectively.
This task yielded 30 grasps × 7 produce × 4 policies = 840
grasps. For comparison, we also carried out the same task
using the three standard controllers (vi-viii), yielding 30 grasps
× 7 produce × 3 policies = 630 additional grasps.
In addition to the above grasping repetitions, we also wanted
to study the adaptability of the proposed approach for different
objects. To do so, we ran a second set of trials, using tailored
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Fig. 6. Success rate of grasping tasks. Results are based on 30 grasp attempts per condition per food item. Autonomous grasping using LfD was implemented
for a variety of SVRs. SVR with heat-map and time-series inputs had the best accuracy. We compared our approach to a recent state-of-the-art LfD from 2018,
and two impedance controller techniques. Grasping variations and their abbreviations are described in Sec. V-B.
SVR-WHT policies to grasp produce different than the one
it was designed for. We only considered SVR-WHT policies
because we expect them to be most effective. To avoid repeating
grasps already considered in our first set of trials, each tailored
policy only grasped the items it was not designed for, e.g.,
aubergine-trained SVR-WHT was used to autonomously grasp
all items but aubergine. Each food item was grasped 30 times
per policy, yielding 30 grasps × 6 produce × 5 tailored SVR-
WHT = 900 grasps.
In total, we carried out 2370 autonomous grasping actions.
D. Results and Discussion
Fig. 6 shows the average success rate for autonomous
grasping actions for the different food items and policies. On
the left-hand side, we can find the results of the first set
of trials, which uses the four autonomous policies to grasp
the seven objects. In this case, each policy was tailored for
each food item, using data coming from grasping trials on
the considered object only. For comparison, we also included
success rates from (i)–human teleoperation, (vi)–Misimi et al.,
and (vii,viii)–the two impedance controllers. On the right-hand
side, we can find the results of the second set of trials, using
SVR-WHT policies trained on objects different than the one
they grasped in the testing phase.
The left-hand side of Fig. 6 shows that, among the SVR-
based approaches implemented, the SVR-weighted policy using
heat-map and time-series data (SVR-WHT) was the one with
the highest levels of accuracy. This confirmed our original
hypothesis: the addition of real human-interaction elements to
the grasping policies increases the overall accuracy, which
peaked at 100% for SVR-WHT with all food items. We
recall that this result was validated by 30 trial runs for each
approach and food item. Both heat-map-based approaches (iv-v)
outperformed Misimi et al. in all cases, performing on average
35% better. For SVR-WHT vs. Misimi et al., a related-samples
Wilcoxon-signed-rank-test showed a significant difference in
the performance (z = 1.997 and p = 0.046). Considering
[21] uses tactile sensing and a recent LfD approach (work
published in 2018), this result strongly supports our hypothesis
that combining direct hand interaction and high-dexterity haptic
teleoperation is a winning technique (these are the two main
differences between our work and [21]). For further comparison,
we also included two standard impedance controllers. In this
case, the robotic hand grasps until a certain threshold force
is reached. We considered as thresholds one and two times
the average force registered by the hand sensors during the
teleoperation trials. The first approach (gentle grasp) did not
damage the food, but it failed to successfully grasp the objects.
On the other hand, the second approach (strong grasp) showed
very good grasping performance. However, the high force
applied severely damaged the considered food (see the red
triangles in Fig. 6). Although impedance control could provide
acceptable results through fine tuning (i.e. finding a custom
force threshold for each item), we believe that LfD provides a
more effective (and elegant) solution. Indeed, a simple force
threshold approach still requires a significant amount of work
from the human user, who needs to program the robot for each
different set of objects, defeating the main purpose of our work:
efficient non-programmatic automation for food processing.
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After these first results, we carried out additional trials to
study the adaptability of our approaches for other objects. In
these trials, we used SVR-WHT to grasp food items different
than the one used for the training, e.g. an SVR-WHT trained
on the aubergine was used for grasping all other objects.
The large difference between our food items enables us to
evaluate the adaptability of our SVR algorithms to different
situations. As mentioned above, five objects were in the same
category as those used during training (aubergine, bell pepper,
lettuce, orange, and beef tomato), while two were much smaller
(tangerine and plum tomato). The results on the right-hand side
of Fig. 6 suggest that we cannot grasp heavy objects with an
SVR policy trained with lighter ones, e.g. a policy trained using
lettuce data fails to grasp an aubergine. However, the opposite
often works quite well, e.g. a policy trained using aubergine
data succeeds at grasping the lettuce. Of course, in general,
results show that grasping objects using policies trained on
other objects only works to a certain extent. As expected, as
the difference between the target object and the training one
increases, the success rate decreases. This degradation happens
faster when grasping heavy objects with policies trained on
lighter ones. However, even though it is possible to grasp
lighter items (e.g. lettuce) using policies trained on heavier
ones (e.g. aubergine), the higher force applied may risk to
damage the object.
Finally, Fig. 6 shows that success rates for tangerines
and plum tomatoes are quite low in respect to the others,
demonstrating that our approach struggles to handle objects
significantly smaller than those used during the training. As we
are using both the positions and forces of the robotic fingers
to learn our policies (see Fig. 5), this is an expected behaviour.
In fact, while the combination of these two prevents the hand
from squeezing items too hard, it also limits the capability
of grasping objects with internally varying sizes (i.e. fruits
or vegetables grown with higher ecological diversity). Results
show that, if we had the opportunity to training LfD policies
for each and every specific type of produce, this combined
approach of finger position and tactile force sensing works
well (see the high performance on the first five food objects
Fig. 6). On the other hand, if we plan to autonomously grasp
objects where size and shape span a wider range (i.e. produces
is less uniformed/higher diversity) we need to make further
adjustments, such as using finger force only. However, finger
positions seem important and leaving this information out might
not be viable, in regards to damages. Our grasps have all been
made blindly, picking up a produce at position X. Adding
further information about the produce through machine vision
could be one way to unify finger positioning and variations
size and shape.
It is also interesting to notice that the success rate for the
teleoperation trials is not as high as one might expect (between
0.46 and 0.68). A grasping task was deemed successful only
when the user was able to successfully grasp, lift, and move
the object. Often the operator was able to grasp and lift the
object, but then it slipped during transport. Upon asking, the
operator said that it was not easy to always maintain the right
amount of force needed for a robust grasp, as she was afraid
of damaging the produce.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed a novel human-inspired,
haptic-enabled learning policy designed to handle compliant
food items, originating from the agricultural automation do-
main. We selected soft food objects because they represent
an important example of 3D-compliant object manipulation
in robotics, which remains poorly researched due to many
manipulation challenges.
The paper presents four LfD learning policies that, after
training, were capable of gently and autonomously grasping
a representative set of compliant produce such as aubergines,
bell peppers, lettuces, oranges, and tomatoes. We compared
the four different variants of our LfD approach by carrying out
a total of 2370 autonomous grasping actions of compliant food
objects. The best proposed approach combines (a) data collected
during demonstrations using a haptic-enabled high-dexterity
teleoperation interface, and (b) heat-map knowledge acquired
from humans directly grasping the items in question. Results
indicated that the use of tactile data, weighted according to
experience gathered during direct interaction trials, yielded the
best performance. We also compared our approach with a recent
LfD method for grasping compliant objects and two standard
impedance controllers. Results showed that our approach
performed better, proving our hypothesis—that to properly learn
from humans how to grasp challenging, compliant, and fragile
objects, it is beneficial to carry out the demonstrations using an
intuitive and natural tool for controlling the slave manipulator.
Another key aspect of our approach is the inspiration from
direct human grasping actions, represented in the LfD model
by the use of heat-maps as an input variable, privileging and
activating the “right” sensors on the robotic hand.
The proposed approach has a vast range of potential
applications in the agricultural and food sectors, as well
as in other industries that deal with compliant and fragile
objects and where a knowledge of the applied tactile forces
is crucial to achieving successful grasping actions. Our work
contributes to a better understanding of the input required
during the development of grasping ML policies. Furthermore,
our aim was to make a contribution to the topic of LfD
through teleoperation, by highlighting (a) the necessity of
improved operator interaction by means of high-fidelity high-
dexterity interfaces, and (b) the importance of combining
these teleoperation data with barehanded prehensile movements.
These results have the potential to advance the capabilities of
robotic interaction, combining human puppetry with inherent
intentions. We also believe that in the future, a more intuitive
interaction system with strong learning capabilities can even
void the need of expert human operators pre-training the robots.
If the interface is intuitive enough, anyone able to carry out
the target task will be able to also train the robot, allowing for
an easier deployment.
In future work, we plan to keep improving our teleoperation
system. It is of paramount importance to keep providing
human operators with intuitive and natural approaches to
control the slave manipulator. The more naturally a human
operator carries out a task, the more useful the data will be,
enabling effective and true learning of the task in question.
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Toward this objective, we plan to design a new multisensory
bi-manual teleoperation system that will provide a wide range
of haptic feedback features (kinesthetic, contact pressure, skin
stretch and vibratory), and to extend the range of tasks that
the robotic system can perform. We will also consider other
ways to map the motion of the human operator into that of
the robotic manipulator, so as to understand how different
mapping techniques can affect the performance of the learning
policies. Another important point to further study is the type and
amount of information we need during the training, especially
to understand what is most important when it comes to grasping
objects with a different size than those used during the training.
For this reason, it will be fundamental to also extend the
evaluation to a wider range of compliant objects. Furthermore,
our technique for heat-mapping, though functional for our
small scale, should get a simpler and faster interface in future
works. Sundaram et al. [51] could be one avenue to explore
with a promising technique for collection of digital heat-maps
and human-object-interaction signatures, when their interface
becomes available for research use. Another point to highlight
is that an advanced master interface such as that used here is
rather expensive (around $110,000). However, it is important to
bear in mind that the master interface is only used in the first
part of the learning phase. Once the LfD policy is trained, only
the slave manipulator is required. For this reason, the effective
cost is significantly lower as it spreads over the total number of
autonomous grasps carried out using this approach. Finally, we
also plan to extend the range of learning techniques considered,
e.g., deep learning, ensemble learning, and the range of objects,
e.g., industrial 3D compliant objects, smaller/larger and more
fragile food items such as raspberries, strawberries, and fish
(whole and fillets). We will also compare all performance
metrics using principled statistical approaches, such as repeated-
measures ANOVA.
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